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Ohio
The Midwestern U.S. region includes the state of Ohio.












Welcome to Better Ohio






Ohio is a vibrant, energetic American state… in constant development. Whether you are a tourist or a resident, Ohio offers you the opportunity to have an unparalleled American experience with a low cost of living, a high level education system and four true seasons! it’s the perfect place to be successful in the United States.
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Ohio’s Waste Management




When it comes to dealing with garbage, waste management encompasses the entire process, from the creation of waste to its disposal or recycling.

The collection, transportation, and management of hazardous waste, as well as the recycling of usable materials, are all part of this.

More…
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Ohio’s Urban Solid Waste 




When anything is thrown or abandoned as a result of human consumption and development, it is referred to as waste.

Unlike household waste, municipal solid waste (MSW) can come from a variety of sources, including residential, commercial, healthcare, health, industrial.

More…
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Ohio’s Hazardous Waste




Approximately 13 tonnes of hazardous trash are produced every second in the entire planet. To safeguard our world for future generations, this type of modern human-produced garbage must be properly handled, stored, and disposed of.

Toxic waste is constantly being produced by humans.

More…










Stay up to date with our Newsletter
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About 




Ohio, a U.S. state located just on northeastern edge of a Midwest, is a member of the United States. To the north of Lake Erie are the states of Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Kentucky, while to the west and south are Indiana and Michigan.

The state of Ohio is among the smallest west of the Appalachians, ranking 34th in terms of overall area among 50 states. In terms of population, however, the state is in the upper echelons.

In 1816, Ohio’s capital was moved from Chillicothe and Zanesville to Columbus, a newly founded and strategically positioned city in the state’s early years. An Iroquoian term meaning “big water” is the origin of the state’s name, which is derived from the Ohio River.
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Contact Details
			Main Street 1, Olcott

Buffalo, United States

+555 283 784 333

office@betterohio.org



		
Our Office Hours
			Mo-Fr: 8:00-19:00

Sa: 8:00-14:00

So: closed
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